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INNOVATION AT L-ACOUSTICS
L-Acoustics was created in 1984 with a solid foundation in
physics. In 1989, the company introduced the MTD115, the
very first high power coaxial system: a point source which
reduces interference at the crossover point between drivers,
resulting in a smooth and transparent sonic signature.
In 1992, pursuing its scientific adage: “The Best Sound
Comes from One Source”, L-Acoustics invented the V-DOSC,
the modern line source array based on Wavefront Sculpture
Technology©, a research breakthrough that changed the
course of the industry and brought international recognition
to the company.
Today L-Acoustics is still firmly committed to its scientific
culture, dedicating 20 percent of its workforce to research
and development. Since its early days rooted in acoustics,
the company has diversified its expertise and proprietary
technology, building teams dedicated to structural
engineering, power electronics, signal processing and
digital networks.
Each product in this catalog has been planned within a
whole system to contribute to an optimized ensemble,
designed to provide remarkable and predictable sonic
quality with a full turnkey system approach. From the
sound design stage through to real time control during the
performance, L-Acoustics sound systems are built to last,
rapid to deploy, intuitive to use, reliable in performance,
conceived to provide highest return on investment.
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 ith LA12X and LA4X, L-Acoustics is the first
W
manufacturer to launch Avnu-certified amplified
controllers with both Bridge and Listener technology.

INTRODUCING COLINEAR SOURCE

COLINEAR SOURCE
L-Acoustics developed colinear source technology to combine the
directivity benefits of line length with the coupling of HF DOSC
waveguides to achieve a narrow vertical beam that is perfectly
controlled down to 300 Hz. The first colinear source enclosure, Syva
features six medium-frequency and three high-frequency drivers in
a J-shaped progressive curvature format. This groundbreaking new
transducer arrangement* produces an H/V 140° x 26° (+5/-21°)
directivity pattern that is optimized for exceptional surface coverage
and 35 m of throw.
*patent pending
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TECHNOLOGIES

In its over thirty years of research and
development, L-Acoustics engineers have
developed a number of major technologies
in Acoustics, Mechanical Engineering,
Amplification, Control, Signal Processing,
Networking, Material Science...

COAXIAL TECHNOLOGY
In 1989, L-Acoustics introduced the first coaxial
loudspeaker enclosure for professional sound
reinforcement, bringing studio quality to near-field
applications for the first time. Since then, coaxial
technology has been implemented in all L-Acoustics
point sources and constitutes the heart of the P Series
and X Series.

These innovations contribute to better,
more predictable performances, increased
flexibility in sound design and faster setup.
The speaker technologies presented here are
just an example of the innovations applied to
the five families of sound systems presented
in this brochure: coaxials, constant curvature
line sources, variable curvature line sources,
colinear source and subwoofers.

ELLIPSOID WAVEGUIDE
The L-Acoustics Ellipsoid Waveguide made its debut
in 2015 in the X12 and X15 HiQ coaxial enclosures.
By providing a distinct coverage angle for both
vertical and horizontal dimensions, it extends the
versatility of the enclosures, as well as improving
control over the reverberant field.
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DOSC WAVEGUIDE

LAMINAR VENTING

With the proprietary DOSC waveguide, the
L-Acoustics V-DOSC system was the first line
array to operate coherently across the whole
audible frequency range. Since 1993, this major
technological innovation is at the heart of every
L-Acoustics line source element, with specifically
tailored DOSC waveguides for constant curvature
arrays (ARCS systems), variable curvature arrays
(K systems) and colinear source (Syva).

All current L-Acoustics loudspeaker enclosures
with low-range capacities feature laminar
vents which provide high SPL while eliminating
turbulence noise. This technology was
implemented for the first time in 2007 in
the SB28 and has been included in K1, K2,
X Series and all subwoofers.

PANFLEXTM

L-FINS

Panflex was introduced with the K2 system in 2014.
Combining L-Fins and DSP, it offers the possibility
to change the horizontal directivity pattern from
wide to narrow, from symmetric to asymmetric.
With Panflex, a variable curvature line source can
now match the complex shape of any audience
geometry, both in the vertical and horizontal planes,
further minimizing noise pollution.

Introduced in 2008 with the K1 system, the
L-Fin waveguide marked the transition from the
“V” transducer layout of legacy V-DOSC and
dV-DOSC systems to the “K” transducer layout.
L-Fins significantly improve the precision and
smoothness of the directivity pattern in the
horizontal plane. In addition to K1, L-Fins are
featured in Kara, Kiva II, ARCS WiFo and Syva.
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Medium throw - 35 m

Short throw - 15 m

Single element deployment
Wide horizontal & narrow vertical directivity

Single element deployment
Axi-symmetric or ellipsoidal directivity

Max SPL

1

LF Limit

Colinear Source

P Series - Point source

X Series - Point source
121 dB

138 dB

127 dB

133 dB

137 dB

55 Hz

95 Hz

50 Hz

55 Hz

87 Hz

5XT

X8

X12

X15 HiQ

108P

112P

Syva

Passive 2-way

Passive 2-way

Passive 2-way

Active 2-way

Active 2-way

Passive 2-way

Passive 2-way

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

Self-powered

Self-powered

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

95 Hz - 20 kHz ([5XT] preset)

60 Hz - 20 kHz ([X8] preset)

59 Hz - 20 kHz ([X12] preset)

55 Hz - 20 kHz ([X15] preset)

55 Hz - 22 kHz ([FRONT] preset)

50 Hz - 20 kHz ([FRONT] preset)

87 Hz - 20 kHz ([SYVA] preset)

Maximum SPL

1

121 dB ([5XT] preset)

129 dB ([X8] preset)

136 dB ([X12] preset)

138 dB ([X15] preset)

127 dB ([FILL] preset)

133 dB ([FILL] preset)

137 dB ([SYVA] preset)

Coverage angle (-6 dB)
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110° axi-symmetric

100° axi-symmetric

H x V: 60° x 90° symmetric

H x V: 40° x 60° symmetric

100° axi-symmetric

90° axi-symmetric

H x V: 140° x (+5°/-21°)

LF: 1 × 5’’ bass-reflex

LF: 1 × 8’’ bass-reflex

LF: 1 × 12’’ bass-reflex

LF: 1 × 15’’ bass-reflex

LF: 1 × 8’’ bass-reflex

LF: 1 × 12’’ bass-reflex

HF: 1 × 1’’ compression

HF: 1 × 1.5’’ compression

HF: 1 × 3’’ compression

HF: 1 × 3’’ compression

HF: 1 × 1.5’’ compression

HF: 1 × 3’’ compression

MF: 6 x 5’’ bass reflex
HF: 3 × 1.75’’ compression driver

1 × 3/8’’ insert for microphone stand
2 × M6 inserts for ETR5 U-bracket

35 mm pole-mount socket
X-UL8 and X-US8 brackets, X-UTILT
Wedge angle: 35° from vertical

35 mm pole-mount socket
X-UL12 and X-US1215 brackets, X-UTILT
Wedge angles: 35°/55° from vertical

35 mm pole-mount socket
X-UL15 and X-US1215 brackets, X-UTILT
Wedge angles: 35°/55° from vertical

35 mm pole-mount socket
ETR8-2 bracket
Wedge angle: 30° from vertical

35 mm pole-mount socket
ETR12-2 bracket
Wedge angle: 30° from vertical

Pole-mounted with SYVA POLE
Stacked on SYVA LOW/Sub with SYVA BASE
Flown with SYVA BAR/SYVA WALL

165 x 165 x 165 mm
6.5 x 6.5 x 6.5 in

250 x 424 x 264 mm
9.8 x 16.7 x 10.4 in

430 x 496 x 375 mm
16.9 x 19.5 x 14.8 in

430 x 580 x 375 mm
16.9 x 22.8 x 14.8 in

250 x 421 x 299 mm
9.8 x 16.6 x 11.8 in

410 x 540 x 390 mm
16.1 x 21.3 x 15.4 in

144 x 1304 x 209 mm
5.7 x 51.3 x 8.2 in

3.5 kg / 7.7 lb

12 kg / 26 lb

20 kg / 44 lb

21 kg / 46 lb

13 kg /29 lb

32 kg / 71 lb

21 kg / 46 lb

Type
Amplified controller
Usable bandwidth (-10 dB)

Transducers

Rigging

Physical data W x H x D

Weight (net)

Medium throw - 35 m

Long throw - beyond 35 m

Deployment in horizontal/vertical lines
Incremental coverage with fixed inter-element angles

Subwoofers

Deployment in vertical lines
Adjustable coverage with variable inter-element angles

ARCS Series - Constant curvature line source

1
2
3
4

Deployment in horizontal/vertical lines
Omni/cardioid configurations

K Series - Variable curvature line source

-

Peak level at 1 m under free-field conditions (half-space for subwoofers) using pink noise with crest factor 4 (preset specified in brackets).
Physical data may vary with versions. Consult detailed specs.
Horizontal plane convention: plane parallel to the longest sides of the enclosure.
Maximum inter-enclosure angle.

Subwoofers

137 dB

142 dB

138 dB

149 dB

128 dB

145 dB

50 Hz

55 Hz

35 Hz

70 Hz

25 Hz

40 Hz

ARCS Wide

ARCS Focus

ARCS II

Kiva II

Kara(i)

K2

K1

Syva Sub

Syva Low

SB15P

SB15m

SB18(i/m)

K1-SB

SB28

KS28

Passive 2-way

Passive 2-way

Active 2-way

Passive 2-way

Active 2-way

Active 3-way

Active 3-way

Bass-reflex

Bass-reflex

Bass-reflex

Bass-reflex

Dual Bass-reflex

Bass-reflex

Bass-reflex

Bass-reflex

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

Self-powered

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA4X, LA8, LA12X

LA8, LA12X

LA8, LA12X

LA12X

55 Hz - 20 kHz ([ARCS_WIFO] preset)

55 Hz - 20 kHz ([ARCS_WIFO] preset)

50 Hz - 20 kHz ([ARCS II] preset)

70 Hz - 20 kHz ([KIVA II] preset)

55 Hz - 20 kHz ([KARA] preset)

35 Hz - 20 kHz ([K2_70] preset)

35 Hz - 20 kHz ([K1] preset)

27 Hz ([SYVA SUB_100] preset)

40 Hz ([SYVA LOW_100] preset)

40 Hz

40 Hz ([SB15_100] preset)

32 Hz ([SB18_100] preset)

30 Hz ([K1SB_60] preset)

25 Hz ([SB28_100] preset)

25 Hz ([KS28_100] preset)

137 dB ([ARCS_WIFO] preset)

139 dB ([ARCS_WIFO] preset)

142 dB ([ARCS II] preset)

138 dB ([KIVA II] preset)

141 dB ([KARA] preset)

147 dB ([K2_70] preset)

149 dB ([K1] preset)

128 dB ([SYVA SUB_100] preset)

137 dB ([SYVA LOW_100] preset)

133 dB

137 dB ([SB15_100]) preset)

138 dB ([SB18_100]) preset)

145 dB ([K1SB_X]) preset)

142 dB ([SB28_100]) preset)

143 dB ([KS28_100] preset)

H x V: 90° x 30° symmetric

H x V: 90° x 15° symmetric

H x V: 60° x 22.5°

H x V: 100° x 15° 4

H x V: 110° x 10°

H x V: 70°/90°/110° x 10° 4

H x V: 90° x 5°

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard or cardioid

Standard or cardioid

Standard

Standard or cardioid

Standard or cardioid

LF: 1 × 12’’ bass-reflex

LF: 1 × 12’’ bass-reflex

LF: 1 × 15’’ bass-reflex

LF: 2 × 6.5’’ bass-reflex

LF: 2 × 8’’ bass-reflex

2 x 12’’

1 × 15’’

1 × 15’’

1 × 18’’

2 × 15’’

2 × 18’’

2 x 18’’

HF: 1 × 3’’ compression

HF: 1 × 3’’ compression

HF: 1 × 1.75’’ compression

HF: 1 × 3’’ compression

LF: 2 × 15’’ bass-reflex
MF: 4 x 6.5’’ bass-reflex
HF: 3 x 3’’ compression

1 x 12”

HF: 1 × 3’’ compression

LF: 2 × 12’’ bass-reflex
MF: 4 x 6.5’’ bass-reflex
HF: 2 x 3’’ compression

Pole-mounted with WIFOSOCK
Stacked V. with WIFOTILT
Flown H./V. with WIFOLIFT/WIFOBUMP

Pole-mounted with WIFOSOCK
Stacked V. with WIFOTILT
Flown H./V. with WIFOLIFT/WIFOBUMP

Flown V. with ARCBUMP
Flown H. with BUMP3/LIFTBAR

Pole-mounted with KIET II
Under balcony with KIET II

Stacked with M-BUMP(i)/KARAMINIBU
Flown with M-BUMP(i)/KARAMINIBU

Stacked with K2-CHARIOT
Flown with K2-BUMP

Flown with K1-BUMP

Stacked with Syva Base

Stacked with Syva Base

35 mm pole-mount socket
Stacked

35 mm pole-mount socket
Stacked
Flown with KIBU-SB

35 mm pole-mount socket,
Stacked
Flown with M-BUMP(i)/WIFOBUMP(m)

Flown with K1-BUMP, K2-BUMP

Flown with BUMPSUB-2
and SB28CHAIN

Flown with KS28-BUMP

365/140 x 759 x 444 mm
14.4/5.5 x 29.9 x 17.5 in

365/252 x 759 x 444 mm
14.4/9.9 x 29.9 x 17.5 in

439 x 820 x 652 mm
17.3 x 32.3 x 25.7 in

520 x 202/104 x 357 mm
20.5 x 8/4.1 x 14 in

730 x 250/164 x 482 mm
28.7 x 9.8/6.4 x 19 in 2

1338 x 354/286 x 400 mm
52.7 x 14/11.3 x 15.8 in

1342 x 438 x 520 mm
52.8 x 17.2 x 20.5 in

334 x 849 x 350 mm
13.1 x 33.4 x 13.8 in

334 x 849 x 350 mm
13.1 x 33.4 x 13.8 in

520 x 445 x 520 mm
20.5 x 17.5 x 20.5 in

580 x 439 x 520 mm
22.8 x 17.3 x 20.5 in

750 x 540 x 707 mm 2
29.5 x 21.3 x 27.8 in 2

1342 x 434 x 520 mm
52.8 x 17.1 x 20.5 in

1300 x 550 x 700 mm
51.2 x 21.7 x 27.6 in

1351 x 565 x 719 mm
53.2 x 22.2 x 28.3 in

36 kg / 79 lb

38 kg / 84 lb

50 kg / 110 lb

14 kg / 31 lb

26 kg / 57 lb

56 kg / 123 lb

106 kg / 234 lb

27 kg / 60 lb

29 kg / 64 lb

36 kg / 79 lb

36 kg - 79 lb

52 kg / 115 lb

83 kg / 183 lb

93 kg / 205 lb

79 kg / 174 lb
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Flown/stacked w/ KIBU II/KIBU-SB (SB15m)

2

2

2

SYVA
The new Syva colinear source combines the benefits of
L-Acoustics heritage line source technology with a plugand-play approach. Its sleek design is tailor-made for
projects that demand elegance and discretion, such as
corporate events, houses of worship or lounge bars.
Syva can be accompanied by the Syva Low highpower subwoofer or Syva Sub extension to achieve an
energetic 142 dB peak SPL.
Syva’s exceptional throw and extra-wide directivity
pattern provide consistent, strong SPL over a wide, long
surface, making it perfectly adapted to flat audience
areas.

L-Acoustics line source heritage
142 dB max SPL down to 35 Hz
35 m throw capability
Exceptional coverage capability
Streamlined design
Plug-and-play package
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SYVA AND P1
LAUNCHING IN 2017
P1
P1 combines in one unit a system measurement and calibration platform, multi-format audio routing and matrixing, and
a powerful front-end EQ station, all accessible from the LA Network Manager intuitive remote control interface. With P1,
system engineers can now address upstream and downstream signal distribution challenges, proceed to system calibration
using a unified measurement hardware and software platform, 100% compatible with L-Acoustics amplified controllers.

Mic/Line, Line, AES/EBU and AVB interfaces
16 inputs x 12 outputs in a 1U rackmount format
Input matrix mixer feeding 4 independent DSP busses
Powerful EQ and delay station
Flexible router to address complex distribution challenges
Measurement platform for system tuning with automatic delay finder and virtual EQ
Seamless integration with amplified controllers
R
 emote controlled from LA Network Manager 3
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5XT
GOOD THINGS IN SMALL PACKAGES
5XT offers the L-Acoustics sonic signature in
an ultra-compact 5-inch enclosure. Packing
a punch with high MF/HF SPL, the 5XT
complements any larger sound system in
front-fills or distributed applications. Its wide
conical directivity pattern gives smooth
off-axis response – assuring the best sound
for the audience.
Available in a wide variety of custom
colors, the 5XT can be easily integrated into
any building style for ultimate discretion,
satisfying the most demanding architectural
needs. Rigging options include wall mount,
ceiling-mount and pole-mount in various
orientations for integration into any possible
situation.

Top 5XT clients include:
Hollywood Bowl - Hollywood, CA, USA
Eastlake Church - Chula Vista, CA, USA
Rent 20th Anniversary World Tour 2016
Chanel Fashion Show 2016 - Havana, Cuba
Yale University - New Haven, CT, USA

Hollywood Bowl - Los Angeles, CA, USA
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“We chose the 5XT speakers not
only for their small size, but also for
their big solutions. The 110° conical
directivity coverage brings a lot to
the design. The dispersion of the
5XT also means that less speakers
are needed compared to other
traditional small speaker solutions.”
Shane Smith,
LMG Director of Audio for the United
States Democratic Presidential Debate

“The stage design for Adele’s 2016 Hello world tour called for clear sightlines, leading us to choose the
X8 as the front fill system, for its minimal footprint and high SPL. These little speakers provided a beautiful
sound with excellent clear highs and a nice warm body that perfectly matched the performance of the
larger K2 FOH system. The X8 gave us high reliability and great headroom not just as fill, but also at
FOH where Dave Bracey, Adele’s sound engineer, became a big fan of those little fellows for monitoring.”
Ulf Oeckel, System Designer and Technician, Adele World Tour 2016-17
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X8
BIG PA SOUND
IN A COMPACT BOX
X8 is the ideal live monitor, with the capacity to accurately translate
the sonic signature of a large sound system at FOH or in control
rooms. The X8 boasts high SPL and extended LF resources in a
compact format carrying the pristine L-Acoustics sonic signature.
The point source wide, conical directivity pattern imparts excellent
spatialization and no minimum listening distance, assuring a flawless
listening experience when monitoring sound.
The X8 can also be rigged in a diverse array of configurations,
including pole-, wall- or ceiling-mounted or flown. Configurations
are quick and easy, with the complete range of rigging accessories
offered. Whether using X8 as a monitor, or as an integral part of a
larger PA system, the X8 will be appreciated for its power, broad
bandwidth and immaculate sound.

Top X8 clients include:
Adele World Tour 2016-17
Peter Gabriel + Sting Tour 2016
First Baptist Church - Los Angeles, CA, USA
European Parliament - Brussels, Belgium
4 Seasons Hotel - Hamburg, Germany
Adele World Tour 2016-17
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“I appreciate the versatility of the X12. It looks great and is durable – one of the reasons it was
perfect for the outdoor distributed system at Zero Gravity. As an FOH system, the stereo imaging
is excellent; as fill, it stands up to the biggest house system and as a stage monitor, it’s got punch.
But most importantly, it sounds great. It’s got impact while retaining a warm, natural sound.”
Gareth Armstrong, Contracts Manager at Delta Solutions, Zero Gravity Sound Designer
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X12
JACK OF ALL TRADES
The X12 is a jack of all trades, taking on any short throw sound duty
imaginable. The X12 can be flown or mounted for multi-channel,
distributed or fill applications but is powerful and rugged enough to be
deployed as a stage monitor. Its ellipsoid directivity of 90° x 60° gives
optimal coverage for a multitude of situations, and the compact footprint
allows it to be discreetly integrated into any architecture or scenery,
preserving sightlines for the audience. The X12’s passive design gives
it maximum efficiency, reducing the need for amplified controllers.
At only 20 kg / 44 lb, the X12 is easy to rig or mount in any
situation. Integrated risers allow for a 35° or 55° angle on stage, and
a wide range of rigging accessories offers infinite install possibilities.
No matter what sound job is required, the X12 is a valuable, versatile
tool in the sound engineer’s toolbox.

Top X12 clients include:
Festival of Life - London, United Kingdom
The Coopers Malthouse Theatre - Melbourne, Australia
Zero Gravity - Dubai, UAE
Cherry Hills Community Church - Highland Ranch, CO, USA
Wat Tha Sung - Uthai Thanai, Thailand

Zero Gravity - Dubai, UAE
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X15 HIQ
DIVA OF THE STAGE
The X15 HiQ is the ultimate stage monitor:
impressively powerful, yet melting into the
stage with an ultra-sleek profile. Its active
design and low-latency preset guarantee
the best experience on stage. Its 40° x 60°
beam-width focuses on the artist only,
offering an excellent acoustic isolation from
other performers. Able to take on even the
most energetic of artists, the X15 HiQ is
built to take abuse yet remain strong and
flexible – its built-in risers allowing it to
be angled at 35° or 55° onstage. At only
21 kg / 46 lb, the X15 HiQ is easy to rig
or mount in any situation and will ensure
minimum space and weight in trucks. A wide
range of rigging accessories offers infinite
install possibilities including special narrow
fill applications.

“I was very excited to try the new
X15 HiQ. I use Eq sparingly, only
applying it to individual source inputs
and the X15 HiQ translates those
sources beautifully, without needing
additional filters. I configure the
wedges in stereo setting them back
a bit from the artist and the X15 HiQ
in this configuration gave me an
extremely stable polar response
across its operating bandwidth,
and nice stereo imaging. Even at a
distance, the vocals are smooth, not
aggressive yet still in your face, with
plenty of gain before feedback. The
X15 HiQ is a powerful and beautiful
sounding wedge.”

The X15 HiQ is set to become a staple of any
stage and a favorite of all artists.

Joe Campbell,
Monitor Engineer, Adele World Tour 2016-17

Top X15 HiQ clients include:
Adele World Tour 2016-17
Terminal 5 - NYC, NY, USA
Frits Philips Music Center - Eindhoven, Netherlands
Pabellon M - Mexico City, Mexico
Hard Rock Café - Orlando, FL, USA

Gogol Bordello, Terminal 5 - New York City, NY, USA
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P SERIES
EFFORTLESS LOGISTICS
The self-powered coaxial P Series fulfills
the highest audio expectations for a broad
range of professional sound reinforcement
applications. Combining the benefits of onboard amplification and DSP, the P Series
offers comprehensive transducer protection,
a precise system drive engine and an
optimized on-board preset library.
Perfect for live monitoring, the 108P boasts
a sonic signature similar to a large format
system and the 112P easily handles a variety
of stage monitoring, compact FOH and fill
applications. Both can be deployed with
the SB15P subwoofer when low frequency
extension is required.

“The 108P coax has a great fullbandwidth sound. But it’s also flexible
enough that if I have a band that
needs some small wedges, or I want
to throw a few of them up on sticks,
these can handle those situations just
as well. The 108P adds a greater
level of creativity and versatility to
our inventory.”
William Nealie,
Director, Creative Technology

Rental businesses appreciate the P Series
for its low system set-up costs, as well as
the simplified logistics, storage, handling,
transportation and inventory management it
offers.

Top P Series clients include:
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences - Los Angeles, CA, USA
Dubrovnik Airport - Dubrovnik, Croatia
The Royal Opera - Stockholm, Sweden
TV2 - Oslo, Norway
Jersey Boys - London, United Kingdom
Yapa - Paris, France
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ARCS WIFO
THE WORKHORSE LINE SOURCE
ARCS Wide and Focus brings the legendary
sonic qualities of L-Acoustics Wavefront
Sculpture Technology line sources into a
compact, constant curvature enclosure,
optimum for medium throw applications.
ARCS WiFo is the workhorse of sound
providers, going from single enclosure fill all
the way up to 360° in-the-round coverage.
Because its coverage matches its shape,
ARCS WiFo is easy to use, perfectly
conforming to any audience configuration
using few elements. ARCS WiFo combines
high SPL, native low frequency performance
and constant tonal balance over distance. As
a standalone or distributed system, installers
as well as service providers will appreciate
ARCS WiFo’s performance-to-size ratio.

“Sound: Impeccable. The intention
was to make Oslo the best-equipped
small venue in London, and it’s
been outfitted with an L-Acoustics
sound system that is simply terrific.
Spoon’s show there recently boasted
possibly the best sound I’ve ever
heard at a gig: every detail was not
just audible, but crystal-clear.”
Michael Hann,
Music Editor, The Guardian

Top ARCS WiFo clients include:
Oslo Nightclub - London, United Kingdom
Primavera Festival - Barcelona, Spain
The Wallis Annenberg Performing Arts Center - Beverly Hills, CA, USA
Bicentennial Center Arena - Salina, KS, USA
CBC/Radio-Canada’s Historic Studio 42 - Toronto, Canada
Calvary Church - Sumner, WA, USA

Life Church of Memphis, East Campus - Memphis, TN, USA
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ARCS II
POWER AND SIMPLICITY
The ARCS II constant curvature line source
is optimized for medium throw applications.
Boasting K1- grade drivers in a 2- way active
enclosure, ARCS II delivers very high SPL
levels, native low-frequency performance
and constant tonal balance over distance.
ARCS II is simple to use, with its constant
curvature design and is particularly
recommended for indoor L/C/R applications,
medium-sized outdoor festivals or as a fill
complement to large K systems.
In the enclosure coupling plane, the razorsharp SPL off-axis rejection is used to avoid
reflecting surfaces. In the perpendicular
plane, the smooth SPL roll off and asymmetric
directivity of ARCS II can be used to maximize
stereo imaging and perfectly adjust to the
audience geometry.

Top ARCS II clients include:
Omnia Nightclub - Las Vegas, NV, USA
Palais Montcalm - Québec City, Canada
Pepsi Center - Mexico City, Mexico
National Theatre - London, United Kingdom
Parkteatret Scene - Oslo, Norway

Omnia Nightclub - Las Vegas, NV, USA
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“One of the first shows at the
National Theatre to use the centre
array of ARCS II was London Road,
and I was anxious to maintain its
natural feel. The ARCS II were able
to project clean, subtle vocals evenly
around the auditorium without
hotspots, deadspots or the need for
much EQ on the performers’ mics.
I am delighted that the Olivier Theatre
has these speakers for keeps!”
Paul Arditti,
Sound Designer

KIVA II
POWER IS BEAUTIFUL
Kiva II is a new ultra-compact modular line
source, adding 6 dB of peak SPL versus its
predecessor, maximized amplifier density
with 16 ohm impedance, and a new sturdy
cabinet.
Despite its ultra-compact format, the Kiva II
features L-Acoustics’ Wavefront Sculpture
Technology, giving it a long throw capability
and delivering even SPL from the front row
to the back of the audience. Its coplanar
transducer arrangement and new K front grill
generate a symmetric horizontal coverage of
100° without secondary lobes over the entire
frequency range.
Weighing only 14 kg / 31 Ib, the product’s
elegant lines and flush-fitted rigging allow it to
melt into any architecture, making it a natural
fit for installations in Performing Arts Centers
and special events demanding minimum
visual obtrusion, and particularly in L-ISA multichannel configuration installations.

Top Kiva II clients include:
Wise Guys 2016 Tour
The Band Perry - Mt. Laurel, NJ, USA
Grammar School - Sydney, Australia
!FestRepublic.Club - Lviv, Ukraine
Mercury Space - Moscow, Russia
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“Our new Kiva II keeps the elegance
of its predecessor, but that’s where
the comparison ends. Delivering
an extra 6dB, the new model offers
an impressive peak SPL of 138 dB.
Kiva II is now the SPL-to-size ratio
benchmark in its format category.
Beside the whopping SPL, we also
bring reinforced weather resistance,
a rigging visual safety check, and
new rigging accessories to expand
the range of applications.”
Cédric Montrezor,
Director of application, Installation at L-Acoustics

KARA
SMOOTH AND FLEXIBLE
The Kara modular line source delivers ultimate
flexibility to any sound design, with its optional
low frequency extension. This active, twoway compact enclosure boasts exceptional
throw as well as smooth and wide horizontal
directivity.
Deployed alone, Kara is ideal for enhanced
speech and vocal programs. With the
SB18 subwoofer, Kara delivers a full range
performance, capable of reproducing high
impact low frequency for the most energetic
music concerts.
An install version with streamlined rigging and
a custom color palette allows Kara to adapt
to any install which calls for architectural
discretion.

Top Kara clients include:
MGM Resorts - Las Vegas, NV, USA
Primavera Festival - Barcelona, Spain
Rent 20th Anniversary World Tour 2016
Swiss Tech Convention Center - Lausanne, Switzerland
Sprint Center - Kansas City, MO, USA

Blue Man Group - Orlando, FL, USA
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“Since the system went in this past
August, we’ve done a bunch of shows
and we’re thrilled beyond belief. The
evenness of coverage is spectacular;
much better than I would have
thought possible. And the system’s
detail, articulation and clarity are
frighteningly good. It’s very honest,
revealing every little nuance of both
a performance and mix.”
Brian Anderson,
Technician, Capitol Theater

“The K2 can throw the sound way more than I ever imagined it could. The signature transition
between the K1 and the K2 is really nice and smooth. It is truly unbelievable for the size and
weight of the box, they’ve really outdone themselves! The fact that it is very easy to rig is
a really important feature; it makes all the difference for a big production like this. Seriously,
it takes 10 minutes to get in the air!”
Etienne Lapre, Solotech System Technician for the Justin Timberlake 20/20 Experience
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K2 / K1-SB
LIGHTWEIGHT
HEAVYWEIGHT
K2 offers the same pristine, powerful sonic signature as K1 – in
a lighter, more compact format and with 10° inter-element angles
for maximum versatility. K2 can be deployed as a complement to K1
or as a standalone system for events or installations with audiences
of up to 20,000, without sacrificing power.
Lightest in its class, K2 can be flown even under the most stringent
rigging limitations. And with the exclusive L-Acoustics Panflex
adjustable horizontal directivity, K2 focuses sound coverage on the
audience only, handily addressing the most challenging acoustic
environments or noise pollution issues for outdoor events.
With integrated rigging compatible with K1 and the entire K System,
technicians the world over seek out K2 for its lightning fast set up.

Top K2 clients include:
Calling Festival at Clapham Common - London, United Kingdom
Toyota Center, NBA Houston Rockets - Houston, TX, USA
Olympic Ceremonies - Sotchi, Russia
La Philharmonie de Paris - Paris, France
Hammerstein Ballroom - Manhattan, NY, USA
Mumford and Sons - Wilder Tour
Justin Timberlake - 20/20 Experience
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K1 / K1-SB
THE INDUSTRY BENCHMARK
K1 is the benchmark for sound at global
stadium tours and the world’s most renowned
outdoor festivals. K1 has no equal in SPL
per meter and, coupled with the K1-SB,
offers an unprecedented level of directivity
control, making it the leader for solving noise
pollution and throw issues in outdoor settings.
With proprietary, state-of-the-art rigging, the
K1 is the go-to choice for precise deployment
and lightning fast load-in and load-out.

“I truly believe that K1 is the best
large-scale stadium sound system
on the planet right now. I also know
that most, if not all, of the worldclass engineers that have mixed on it
agree with me. The overall response
from literally every engineer at
Coachella and Stagecoach was
‘wow!’ K1’s volume, impact and low
frequency control are truly distinct.”

Top productions demand K1 and can rely on
the L-Acoustics Rental Network to deliver the
pristine and impactful sound signature of K1
to their audiences the world over.

Dave Rat,
President of Rat Sound Systems, Inc.

Top K1 clients include:
Coachella Festival - Indio, CA, USA
Tomorrowland - Boom, Belgium
Hollywood Bowl - Los Angeles, CA, USA
Red Hot Chili Peppers - Getaway Tour, 2016-17
Reading / Leeds Festival - Reading, United Kingdom

Olympic Games Opening Ceremony - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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SUBS
SOLID FOUNDATIONS
L-Acoustics subwoofers complement systems
in applications where extended bandwidth is
required. All subs incorporate high excursion
drivers, ultra-low vibration walls and
laminar airflow L-Vents with a flared profile,
resulting in dramatic reduction of port noise,
maximized dynamics and power handling
and an exceptional level of performance.

“The KS28 is half-again as loud
and 30 pounds lighter than the
SB28. They have a tighter, deeper
and richer sound, which helped to
enhance David’s show.”
Colin Norfield,
Front of House Engineer for David Gilmour

L-Acoustics subwoofers can be deployed
in diverse modes, making them versatile
enough to address any rental or fixed
installation application. Engineers and sound
designers can choose from standard or
cardioid configurations, creating a variety of
symmetric and asymmetric directivity patterns
adapted to each specific design.

The Subwoofer range includes:
Syva Sub
Syva Low
SB15P
SB15m
SB18(i/m)
K1-SB
SB28
KS28

Dedicated to Syva
Dedicated to Syva
Dedicated to the P Series
Dedicated to the X Series and flyable with Kiva II
Companion to the X Series, flyable with ARCS WiFo and Kara(i)
Flyable with K2 and K1 for low frequency contour or throw reinforcement
Universal subwoofer
Reference subwoofer

Electric Zoo Festival - New York City, NY, USA
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AMPLIFIED CONTROLLERS
SYSTEM CONTROL
L-Acoustics amplified controllers offer high performance and efficient loudspeaker
amplification, digital signal processing and comprehensive system protection in
a single ergonomic package. The onboard preset library allows for rapid system
optimization with minimum EQ correction and delivers a unique sonic signature
across all L-Acoustics systems.
LA Network Manager ensures real time control and monitoring of amplified
controllers. Its user interface provides a high level of hands-on system control, without
sacrificing accurate and fast operations. Features include multiple group assignation,
comprehensive reporting and log of faults, an Array Morphing tool, system resources
monitoring and an interactive tutorials suite.
For fixed installations, external control of amplified controllers is possible using
SNMP, CRESTRON® and EXTRON®.
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“I often work on designs for buildings under construction so there’s no opportunity to inspect and
measure the venue. In our design process we use multiple predictive software packages to determine
the system layout, box count, array configuration and visual impact. Soundvision precisely represents
the operational environment; both acoustically and electronically. An extra hour spent on Soundvision
optimizing system performance saves me ten hours onsite.”
Scott Willsallen, Sound Designer for the Sochi and London Olympics ceremonies
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SOUNDVISION
3D SOUND DESIGN
Soundvision supports sound designers to create acoustical and
mechanical simulations of their L-Acoustics sound systems. The first 3D
sound design program capable of operating in real time, Soundvision
allows designers to draw audience zones manually, import them
from CAD files or upload them from the L-Acoustics online database
of the world’s most renowned venues. Placing loudspeakers in the
simulation is rapidly done, and Soundvision automatically calculates
impact coverage and SPL mapping, including subs. System time
alignment of multiple loudspeakers or arrays can be visualized using
delay mode. Soundvision provides mechanical data with detailed
set-up information for installers and riggers.
Advanced features include cardioid array modeling tools, contour
EQ modeling tools and a response curve display tool that features
adjustable target curve and post-processing options.

NFL Cardinals Stadium - Phoenix, AZ, USA
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“As an L-Acoustics Application Engineer, I have the opportunity to work with a wide range of
professionals, from users to integrators to consultants. Our team offers support to audio professionals
right from the early stages of their project, all the way through to commissioning and training. From
small live clubs to the world’s most renowned venues, our goal is to always ensure that we offer
engineering-driven advice and expertise with the goal of attaining the optimum sound solution for
each individual project.”
Julien Laval, Application Engineer at L-Acoustics
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SERVICES
EDUCATION AND SUPPORT
L-Acoustics’ total system approach to sound goes beyond hardware
and software. We offer training, show assistance, design support
and on-site tuning and calibration for rental providers and system
integrators. Our in-house engineers and certified consultants have
been carefully selected for their skills and professional experience in
the audio industry.
We offer training from basic technical and operational knowledge of
L-Acoustics systems, through to providing full certification as a System
Engineer, to ensure that our clients will always get the best out of their
L-Acoustics systems.
SOUNDVISION

SUPPORT

NETWORK MANAGER
ARRAY MORPHING

SOUND DESIGN
CALIBRATION

TRAINING

PRESETS

HARDWARE
USER
MANUALS
POWER DISTRIBUTION
SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION

ENCLOSURES

SOFTWARE
DSP

AMPLIFICATION
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CERTIFIED PARTNERS
L-Acoustics is present in 85 countries through a network of Certified Distributors, Rental Partners and System Integrators.
This certification ensures that end users always receive the same high-quality service from professionals committed to
our quality charters.

Distribution Network
Alongside the L-Acoustics in-house team, the Distribution Network is
committed to serving the professional audio industry in over 50 countries.
Distributors provide assistance and support to system integrators, rental
companies, engineers, consultants and end-users, as well as providing
access to demonstration equipment and ensuring local product availability
and after sales service.

Distributor
CERTIFIED PROVIDER

Rental Network
The L-Acoustics Rental Network comprises over 700 agents worldwide. Our
agents operate on the most prestigious tours, festivals and events around
the globe. They are committed to providing equipment according to the
L-Acoustics system standards and experienced technicians, trained and
certified on L-Acoustics systems.

Rental
CERTIFIED PROVIDER

System Integrators
L-Acoustics System Integrators follow a precise charter set out by L-Acoustics.
A systematic approach from project analysis, electro-acoustic and mechanical
specification, system tuning, commissioning and training is provided by
highly qualified personnel. Integrators and consultants can benefit from the
accumulated experience of nearly 2,000 installations worldwide.
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System Integrator
CERTIFIED PROVIDER
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